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Overview
Curry Culture, a modern
Indian Restaurant in
Uxbridge, offers Real Indian
Cuisines from different
parts of India and Indian
Sub-Continent. Since its
launch in Christmas 2013,
it has established as one of
the best Indian restaurants
in the area. Despite the
tough market competition
as a new comer in the area,
it has attracted attention of
many food connoisseurs
and has received raving
reviews in various websites.

The Restaurant
The restaurant is spacious and well
lit with plenty of natural lights and
minimalist decor. It is known as a
most family friendly restaurant. An
ideal venue for private or corporate
events. The restaurant has a seating
capacity of up to 90 guests &
120 guests on standing event. A
cosy Private Dining room can
accommodate up to 10 guests. The
restaurant has full access to disable
wheelchair with disable toilet.

The Food
Curry Culture’s cuisines are inspired by the
home style cooking from foothills of the
Himalayas to the warm sea of the coast of
India. Every individual dishes are perfectly
balanced with the different level of spices
giving an opportunity to taste the flavour
and texture, rather than just the heat of
spices.
There’s no cooking like home cooking and
this is especially true of India. Despite
the spectacular spread of the cuisine
around the world, the food cooked in the
traditional homes of India is still reckoned
to be the best and moreover, given the
size of India and its millions of traditional
homes, the unity in the diversity of this
food is remarkable.
In simple language our food is freshly
cooked authentic, appetising, wholesome
and healthy.

The Owner & Team
The front of house team is
lead by the Owner / Manager,
who has gained many years of
management experience working
in an award winning Mela Groups
and the Michelin-starred Indian
restaurant Zaika in Central
London. He also has track record
in the local neighbourhood
who ran successful restaurant
“KOHINOOR IN THE
CROWN”, smaller operation in
Cowley. The kitchen brigade is
lead by Executive Chef Krishna
Sharma, who has worked in
renowned Indian Hotels &
Restaurants in Mumbai for many
years and brings his tangible
cookery experience in Curry
Culture.

Fact Sheet
Cuisine
Indian
		Offer various regional cuisines from
different part of Indian and Indian
Sub-Continents.
Location

33 Rockingham Road
Uxbridge, Middlesex
			UB8 2TZ
Opening Hours
Tuesday - Sunday
			Lunch: 12.00 PM - 3.00 PM
			Dinner: 5.30 PM - 11.00 PM
			Monday - CLOSED
Menu			A la Carte
			Lunch Set-Menu (Main Course £7.50 /
Two Course £ 9.50)
			Party Set-Menu ( Menu A £18.00 per
head / Menu B £20.00 per head)
			Kids Menu
Dinning Capacity Front Room: 30 Pax
		Back Room: 40 Pax
			Private Room: 10 Pax
Bar			Modern bar with 6 bar stool seating.
			Serve wide range of wine, beer, spirits,
soft drinks and cocktails.
Interior 		Contemporary minimalist decor with
modern lighting effect.
		Large glass windows with full of
natural lights.
Parking		Ample of parking facility at the rear of
the restaurant.
			Mon - Sat (Free after 5.30 PM)
			Sunday & Bank Holiday (All day free)
Wheelchair Access

Full wheelchair access to the Restaurant and toilet facility.

Payment Methods

Accept VISA / MASTERCARD /
AMEX / CASH		

Website		www.currycultureuxbridge.co.uk
Reservation		Phone: 01895 231074
			Email: info@currycultureuxbridge.co.uk
Media Contact
Raj Gurung
		Email: rajkgurung@aol.com

SOME OF OUR REVIEWS
Google Reviews
Rachel Evans (a year ago)
Lovely, smart restaurant with oodles of space
(not immediately visible) and an excellent, varied menu.
Hoping to go back soon!
Prices were probably a little above average for the area,
but the food was definitely above average and worth it
imo.
The loos were smart and clean too. The gloss black
marble type wall panels were a little disconcerting, but
the overall effect was good.

Groupon Reviews

“We would like to thank you and your staff for
making our evening a very good one, the food and
service was excellent and the fact you was willing to
pick us up when we had trouble finding you was a very
nice desture, so if any one out there is looking for an
Indian restaurant in or around Uxbridge try Curry
Culture I think you may be surprised, we will most
certainly be going back.”

Reviews
“Brilliant little find!”
Reviewed 28th October
Level 6 Contributor
143 reviews
84 restaurant
reviews
96 helpful votes

“Good to find”
Reviewed 8 August
Level 4 Contributor
44 reviews
29 restaurant
reviews
16 helpful votes

Found this restaurant
through the Taste Card
app. Bonus - they accept it
on a Saturday night! The
food and service were both
brilliant and the restaurant
is very clean looking and
modernly decorated. Will
certainly my be back and
would definitely recommend.

“Pleasantly surprised”
Reviewed 28 August
Level 5 Contributor
41 reviews
20 restaurant
reviews
25 helpful votes

Fancied a curry, so gave this a try.
Interesting, varied, menu, with a mix
of Indian and other cuisines (not
sufficiently knowledgeable to say where
from). Staff and service excellent. Lots
of Asian folk in the restaurant/bar and
they say that’s a good sign! My only
criticism would be that I was facing
the windows, which are very very high,
and, without any softening blinds (or
similar) are a bit stark,making that
part of the restaurant a bit like a works
canteen......apart from that, a good local
restaurant. Recommended!

We tried Curry Culture on a Groupon deal. The place is easy to find & there is a carpark just behind
the building which is free after 5pm. The entrance is up a gentle ramp so wheelchair access is good.
A major plus point is that they serve ‘proper’ lager, not just the usual offerings. While Fosters amber
nectar may not be everyone’s first choice, it is very much better than the alternative, IMO. The decor
was a surprise, last year’s (or maybe next year’s!) Christmas lights and baubles. That aside, the restaurant is light & airy with plenty of room between the tables.
The cuisine appears mainly Nepalese, with Indian & some Chinese influence so the food is definitely
tasty. I found some of the dishes unfamiliar but the waiter explained. The portions are pretty impressive too, the starters being the size of other restaurants’ main courses. This is definitely the place to go
for a good feed. The staff were very pleasant and helpful, tap water was provided on demand & I was
offered extra bread without having to ask. Overall, very good and we will be back.

33 Rockingham Road,
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 2TZ.
Tel: 01895 231074
Web : www.currycultureuxbridge.co.uk

